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Best,

From: rb)(6); (b)(7)(C)
Desk: 202-732
@ice.dhs.gov

Subject: DRAFT WAR Input

I have reviewed the draft that was approved by I am concerned that the draft I received is NOT ready for submission for approval. Please see my questions and proposed edits. Request your assistance to work these revisions. Thank you.

V/R

Chief of Staff
Information Governance and Privacy
HQ Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(202) 732 (Office)
(202) 424 (Cell)
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Hello,

I have had several conversations trying to find this PTA and I found out that as far as our office knows the PTA is still forthcoming.

Best,

[REDACTED]

Privacy Compliance Specialist

---

Good Afternoon,

I would like to get a copy of the recently completed Clearview AI PTA for SAB, IAD review. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you.

R/,  

[REDACTED]

Security Assurance Manager  
Information Assurance Division, HSI Portfolio Branch  
Office of the Chief Information Officer  
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement  
Department of Homeland Security  
P: (202) 732-[REDACTED]  
M: (202) 87-[REDACTED]  
E: [REDACTED]@ice.dhs.gov

WARNING: This e-mail/meeting (and any associated files and/or attachments) is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. The e-mail/meeting may involve information that may be exempt from public release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). Documents or information derived from this meeting is to be controlled, handled, transmitted, distributed, and disposed of in accordance with DHS policy relating to SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED information and is not to be released to the public or other personnel who do not have a valid need to know without prior approval from the originator. Sharing details of this e-mail/meeting with email addresses external to government controlled domains, is strictly prohibited.
Thanks. We’ll work on it.

From: b(5), b(7)(C)
Sent: Fri, 14 Feb 2020 16:49:53 +0000
To: b(6), b(7)(C)
Subject: RE: ClearView for the WAR report

Hey b(6), b(7)(C)

I was just on the phone with b(6) regarding the USCIS tasker and after we discussed that he asked me to touch base with the two of you to try to add a sentence or two to the WAR report about Clearview. He

Best,
b(6)
Good Afternoon,

I would like to get a copy of the recently completed Clearview AI PTA for SAB, IAD review. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you.

R/,

Security Assurance Manager
Information Assurance Division, HSI Portfolio Branch
Office of the Chief Information Officer
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Department of Homeland Security
P: (202) 73 (b)(6);
M: (202) 87 (b)(7)(C)
E: b)( 5 ); (b)(?)(C) ice.dhs.gov

WARNING: This e-mail/meeting (and any associated files and/or attachments) is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. The e-mail/meeting may involve information that may be exempt from public release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). Documents or information derived from this meeting is to be controlled, handled, transmitted, distributed, and disposed of in accordance with DHS policy relating to SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED information and is not to be released to the public or other personnel who do not have a valid need to know without prior approval from the originator. Sharing details of this e-mail/meeting with email addresses external to government controlled domains, is strictly prohibited.
Hi,

Per IM, please let me know if this does not sufficiently provide a Clearview PTA status.

Thanks!

Good Afternoon,

asked me to reach out to you regarding the privacy status of ICE’s use of Clearview AI. Right now CEIU has a pending PTA that is with DHS Privacy. DHS Privacy won’t adjudicate the PTA until they get an opinion from OGC. So it is a lot like where Venntel/Babel Locate is. I don’t see it being resolved anytime soon. Right now CEIU’s pilot is the only authorized use of Clearview at this time. If you are looking to test out the technology I suggest contacting who can give you a demo and an assessment of the vendor. I’d also suggest reading the recently published ICE PIA on use of facial recognition services to see the parameters and restraints around how facial recognition could be used .

Best,

Privacy Analyst, J.D., CIPP/US/G
Office of Information Governance and Privacy
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Desk: 202-732- Mobile: 202-870
Main: 202-